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Guidance from ALLAH

The Holy Quran



What does this mean? Discuss...

This is a perfect Book; there is no doubt in it; it is a 
guidance for the righteous (2:3)



Make a list of things we can learn from the Holy Quran...

What does the
Holy Quran teach 

us?



Name some prophets mentioned in the Holy Quran

And We gave Moses the Book, and We made 
it a guidance for the children of Israel,saying, 
‘Take no guardian beside Me (17:3)

Stories 
From 

the Past



Merging of Oceans Predicted in the Holy Quran

Several True 
Predictions for 

the Future



Knowledge of the Sciences

“As a scientist the Holy 
Quran speaks to me in 
that it emphasises 
reflection on the laws of 
nature, with 
examples drawn from 
cosmology, physics, 
biology, medicine as signs 
for all”



Shows us the path of the successful

Guidance 
for 

Success



The Promised Messiah 

“The Holy Quran is a miracle
the like of which never has and
never will be. The age of its
blessings and bounties is
everlasting. It remains as
manifest and radiant in any
other period as it was in the
period of the Holy
Prophet(SAW) of Islam”

(Malfoozat Vol 3 pg 57)



What are the ways to take advantage?

How can we 
benefit from 
the Quran?



How Can We Benefit?

Recite the Holy Quran Daily

Study & Understand the Translation

Ponder over its meaning

Act on the teachings of Allah



Any classes that we can attend?

Where can we 
learn to recite & 

understand 
Quran?



alfurqan.us Many classes at different times



www.alfurqan.us

• Interactive online Holy Qur’an Classes
• Available in the comfort of your home
• Multiple classes offered to suit your 

schedule
• Convenience of using your Telephone 

or Skype connection for Audio



Best Practices

Recite Daily

One Ruku every day

Best time to recite is after Fajar

Memorize some Surahs



How can I join Daily Reciters Club(DRC) ?

• Sign up on www.atfalusa.org/drc

• Start reciting the Holy Quran daily

• Report progress on the Atfal Learning Platform: 

https://atfalusa.org/alp

• Win a DRC badge every quarter



How is that for motivation? Start reciting and join DRC today

“Whoever recites a letter from the 
Book of Allah, he will be credited 
with a good deed, and a good 
deed gets a ten-fold reward. I do 
not say that Alif-Lam-Mim is one 
letter, but Alif is a letter, Lam is a 
letter and Mim is a letter”

Hadith



Thank You
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